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Kumari lives in a village in a hilly district in India. At the 

age of 13 she !rst noticed a tingling sensation in her  

right foot. She didn’t pay attention to it until she 

discovered a small wound under her big toe that did not 

hurt. She then showed it to her father, who took her to 

the village healer. The village healer performed a ritual 

and gave her an ointment to apply for several months. 

The wound did not get better, but rather increased 

in size. Her father bought her closed canvas shoes to 

prevent other people from noticing. Another ritual was 

performed. In the meantime, vague skin patches had 

appeared on her right thigh and both shoulders. Also, 

tingling had started in her left hand. A year passed, 

during which her hand became numb and weak and 

her ring !nger and little !nger started to bend slightly. 

One evening she overheard a conversation between 

her parents and an uncle, saying that she may have 

“kustharog”, leprosy. They agreed that no one should 

know about this, to prevent the family’s name from 

being a"ected. The next day, at age 15, Kumari was taken 

out of school. She was told she was now old enough 

to work in her father’s grocery shop. The family spent 

a lot of money on o"erings and on various treatments 

from local healers, but still the disease continued to 

spread. When she was 17, she was pledged in marriage 

to a second cousin in another village. They said the 

hand deformity and the foot wound were the result 

of an accident. Still, it was her mother who managed 

to convince her father to take her to the hospital in 

the nearby town. Finally, Kumari was diagnosed with 

leprosy. Kumari was put on treatment and was told to 

report monthly for examinations. Unfortunately, the 

groom’s family started asking questions about her 

regular trips to town. When they had run out of excuses, 

Kumari discontinued her treatment out of fear of being 

‘discovered’. She also stopped attending weddings and 

other public gatherings, with the excuse of being ‘too 

busy in the shop’. Before long, however, the rumours 

spread and the groom’s family called o" the wedding. 

Business declined in the shop, as customers started 

buying their groceries elsewhere. In desperation, the 

family took her to a leprosy hospital, a day’s journey 

from their village.

In 1980 the World Health Organisation introduced the 

International Classi!cation on Impairment, Disability 

and Handicap, ICIDH. This classi!cation system was 

meant to o"er a widely accepted model for classifying 

disability in clinical practice; for national planning 

and policy as well as for comparisons at national and 

at international levels. Around the new millennium, 

the ICIDH was perceived as focusing too much on 
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the individual and medical aspects of disability: 

impairments and subsequent disabilities and handicaps. 

In 2001 the WHO brought a new classi!cation system 

into e"ect: the ICF, the International Classi!cation  

on Functioning, Disability and Health. This classi!cation 

system is formulated in a more neutral manner and 

emphasizes that disability is the result of a dynamic 

interaction of the physical and mental functioning of 

the person and the context in which he or she lives. 

The dimensions used are:

•  Body functions and structures that may or may not be 

impaired

•  Activities: abilities and limitations in daily functioning

•   Participation and restrictions in participation in 

society

And the context is formulated as:

•  Environmental factors such as the physical and social 

environment

•  Personal factors such as race, gender, age, family 

background, education, profession.

Competencies

The participant:

•  gets an appreciation of the International Classi!cation 

of Functioning, Disability and Health

• gains skills in using the ICF

•  becomes sensitive towards the stigmatization that is 

associated with leprosy

Session preparation

Setting: 

the !rst 3 parts of the assignment are carried out by 

groups of 2-3 persons. The !ndings will be presented 

and discussed in a plenary session. Also the fourth and 

!fth part are carried out in a plenary session.

Approximate duration: 

•  preparation of the !rst 3 parts: 90-120 minutes 

altogether

• plenary session on the !rst 3 parts: 60 minutes

•  fourth part: 60 minutes. The trainer might choose to 

prepare this part in advance.

Required materials: 

• #ipchart

• DVD-player

• computer with DVD-player

Suggested session design: 

applying the ICF, question answering, watching the 

documentary  “Leper”. 
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First part

Using the ICF classi!cation as mentioned above, list 

the problems Kumari has at this moment or may 

face in the foreseeable future, classi!ed according 

to the components and domains of the ICF. Use your 

imagination to also include problems that are not 

explicitly described, but that you think she is likely to 

experience. What do you think would be her main 

concern?

Second part

•  Depending on the problems that you described in the 

previous part, what kind of interventions would you 

o"er to Kumari (and her family and/or community)? 

Try to link each intervention to the corresponding 

domain of the ICF and de!ne the objective of each 

particular intervention.

•  If Kumari would be part of your own culture, what 

would be di"erent? So, which cultural aspects 

in#uence her participation? What are facilitating 

factors, what are barriers? Explain your answers.

Third part

This assignment could further explore the issue of 

stigma and the following questions may help in so 

doing:

a.   What type of stigma do you recognise in the above 

case study?

b.   What are the likely reasons for the stigmatisation in 

Kumari’s case?

c.   What is the impact of stigma on Kumari’s life? 

 

d.    Take into consideration at least two other diseases 

that are strongly associated with stigma. Discuss 

the similarities and di"erences with these two other 

stigmatised types of disease.

e.    What strategies could be used to reduce stigma in 

situations like that of Kumari? 

f.    Discuss how human rights are relevant in this 

situation. Which rights are at stake in this situation  

and how would you be able to use this right in  

her case?

Fourth part

Present a case study of the life of a person with a 

disability whom you know. It is also possible that the 

trainer prepares some case studies. Try to !nd at least 2 

stories of persons with di"erent disabilities than Kumari, 

e.g. one of a person with a sensory impairment and 

one of a person with an intellectual disability or with 

Cerebral Palsy. It would also be interesting to use stories 

having a di"erent context; such as culture, religion, 

rural/urban environment, matrimonial/patrimonial 

etc. The participant or the trainer presents the stories. 

The group members are invited to ask questions for 

clari!cation. Following the presentation of a case study 

the questions stated in the third part could be answered 

and discussed in the group. 

Recommended documentary

•  Ellen Bruno, documentary Leper, 23 minutes, a trailer 

can be found on: http://www.bruno!lms.com and is 

available at the attached DVD


